Insights into the mechanism of protein electrospray ionization from salt adduction measurements.
The mechanisms whereby protein ions are liberated from charged droplets during electrospray ionization (ESI) remain under investigation. Compact conformers electrosprayed from aqueous solution in positive ion mode likely follow the charged residue model (CRM), which envisions analyte release after solvent evaporation to dryness. The concentration of nonvolatile salts such as NaCl increases sharply within vanishing CRM droplets, promoting nonspecific pairing of Cl(-) and Na(+) with charged groups on the protein surface. For unfolded proteins, it has been proposed that ion formation occurs via the chain ejection model (CEM). During the CEM proteins are expelled from the droplet long before complete solvent evaporation has taken place. Here we examine whether salt adduction levels support the view that folded and unfolded proteins follow different ESI mechanisms. Solvent evaporation during the CEM is expected to be less extensive and, hence, the salt concentration at the point of protein release should be substantially lower than for the CRM. CEM ions should therefore exhibit lower adduction levels than CRM species. We explore the adduction behavior of several proteins that were chosen to allow comparative studies on folded and unfolded structures in the same solution. In-source activation eliminates chloride adducts via HCl release, generating protein ions that are heterogeneously charged because of sodiation and protonation. Sodiation levels measured under such conditions provide estimates of the salt adduction behavior experienced by the "nascent" analyte ions. Sodiation levels are significantly reduced for unfolded proteins, supporting the view that these species are indeed formed via the CEM.